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trip of a damaged center was once written Journey of a Broken Heart via Thomas and Diane
Fletcher so that they may perhaps percentage Journey of a Broken Heart the sentiments and
feelings they felt from dealing with a divorce to discovering a brand new love. they selected to
place those emotions into Journey of a Broken Heart poetry. every one poem takes a step
towards the therapeutic strategy skilled through the writers. because the identify implies, it is a
trip of the guts and the line taken towards falling in love again. It deals wish to people who are
attempting to deal with divorce and the feelings that follow. there's a approach back, and maybe
this ebook might help to appreciate your emotions and aid consultant you thru what might be
ahead. even though we're all different, we proportion a few of the related feelings whilst love is
involved. So if you end up nodding your head as you read, you will be on a trip of a damaged
heart.
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